Natural gas is pressurized inside the pipeline system. Compressor stations are placed at intervals to re-pressurize the gas to “push” it through the pipeline and ensure it flows through the system at an optimal rate. These stations also provide other system benefits to clean and cool the gas.

**Key Components:**
1. **Separators/Scrubbers:** Remove any liquids/solids from the gas prior to entering the compressor station.
2. **Compressor Units:** Pressurize the gas in the pipeline system.
3. **Lube Oil System:** Lubricates and cools the moving parts in the compressor unit.
4. **Cooling System:** Cools the gas before it returns to the pipeline system.

**Project Schedule**
- **January - February 2016:**
  - Negotiate land rights acquisitions
- **April - May 2016:**
  - Apply for Moffat County Conditional Use Permit
- **April - July 2016:**
  - Anticipate receiving Construction Building Permit
- **Fall 2016:**
  - Begin Phase I construction (site excavation, grading, fence installation, and foundations)
- **Spring/Summer 2017:**
  - Begin Phase II construction (compressor installation and erecting buildings, piping and other ancillary structures)
- **Winter 2017:**
  - In-service for winter heating season

This photographic simulation represents the preliminary design of the proposed project set in a landscape similar to the project area.